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i1, INTRODUCTIM
The launch of 7 ANDSAT has for the first time provided the water re-
source manager and 'Practical hydrologist with broad prospects for effi-
cient acquisition of essentially real-time data, 	 These are usable for
hydrologic land use assessment, surface water inventory + and for the ex-
traction of information pertinent to soil properties,	 This information
has value not only by and in itself	 but also to construct the water-
shed tranmfer .function for hydrologic planning model,	aimed at estima-
ting peak outflow from rainfall inputs.
The reduction of satellite data to practical, operational informa-
tion requires a clean, easily applicable methodology for converting
i
these data into quantitative hydrologic parameters,
i
3
i
The fundamental objective of this effort is the development of
such ap-tboaol.ogy and its transfer to hydrologic users..	 It was rea-
a
lized that such technology transfer could be made far more effective 3
by the parallel development and eventual demonstration of the results
of a model, specifically structured .to . .take full advantage of the ca-
pability of UWDSAT - for example, its frequent recurrence and conse-
quent ability to dete=ine seasonal variations . in the -watershed's con-
3
di.tions,_ T.'he category of planning models was chosen for development
t
and demonstration because of its great practical importance in the de- }
sign of waterworks f because of the _wide diffusion of such models down
x
to capillary, levels within the hierarchy of water resources users,
and because their implementation is relatively simpler than
•	 ^wan.agement models, thus making optimum use of the resources available.
for this effort,
N
i
consequently, the effort was structured along two major routes;
the development of a hydrologic planning model specifically based upon
remotely sensed inputs, including its test and verification from ex-
isting records; and-the application of. LANDSAT data to supplying the
i.
model's quantitative parameters and coefficients. Included was the
investigation of. the . use of LANDSAT data as information inputs to all
categories of hydrologic models requiring quantitative surface pars-
i
meters for their effective
The effort thus far has consisted of three phases, The first fog
cured on the definition of the "drivers" - those hydrologic processes
l
to which peak runoff is most sensitive - and upon tl:a synthesis of a
simple vet effective model for the estimation of long-recurrence out-
flows. The results of-the first phase effort were presented in the
"	 Application of Remote Sensing to the DevelopmentFinal Report
	^Pp 	g 	 andP
Formulation of Hydrologic Planning Models," dated January, 1975. The
second phase extended this work to include the development of a routing
3
{	 model for - se in sensitivity analyses, . and a quantitative investigation
of the accuracy and completeness of the hydrologic information which
can be extracted . from remmtely^sensed imagery.. 	 1
These findings were reported in the January { 1976, final report,	 {
s
The current phase has concentrated an validation of the model and	 {
s
upon the synthesis of a simple methodology for performing hydrologic
analyses from LANDSAT imageL-y.
,3_
.11.. .SUM4AR.'Y' OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The objectives of the current effort have been to complete and test
a hydrologic planning model making maximum use of remotely-sensed inputs;
to document procedures for extraction of pertinent parameters from satel-
lite data,- and.to expose the model and techniques to prospective users.
In the course of this investigation, several findings and conclusions
have been reached and are described below:
The importance of Surface Parameters to Hydrologic Models
t	 The surface-related parameters used by existing hydrologic models
(Manning`s "n," S.C_S. Curve Number, etc.) can be derived from.LANDSAT
imagery to the required accuracy_	 The opportunity is available to take
advantage of the radiometric and multi-temporal properties of the data
to facilitate identification and classification. 	 Moreaver, potentials {
exist for remote monitoring of soil and soil moisture which would be .of
great value to hydrologists,
Planning Model Development
A simple model which is amenable to remote sensing inputs has been
developed and tested; it exploits tMDSAT data for surface cover input
s
and can accept soil moisture information as this becomes possible. 	 The
test was performed for the Bucklodge Branch, Maryland, watershed_ 	 Ac--
curacy achieved.to date appears commensurate with those of conventional
i
models.	 The principal purpose envisioned for the model and benchmark t
test is to demonstrate to prospective user's that satisfactory results
can be achieved and to show how similar analysis procedures might be
applied to their watershed with their models. I
_q_	
/ 9
Synthesis of Analytic Procedures
Our experience has shown that a significant share of hydrologic
modeling is being performed under the auspices of local governments.
Consequently, two impediments to the use of satellite data arise.
First, there is a lack of standard procedures for extraction of hydro-
logic data. Second, the expense involved wi-zs current computer/optical
i
practi;,es is a deterrent to use. This report proposes a procedure for
simple visual analysis of LANDSAT images which is accurate enough for
use in conjunction with hydrologic models. It has been determined
further that these techniques extend beyond the field of hydrology and
can have equal applicability to agriculture, land use, etc., analyses.
Contacts with Prospective Users
To date, contacts have been made with both foreign and domestic
users. Due to the relatively new state of modeling overseas, the
response has been greater there. One Italian region has embarked on the
analysis of a major watershed, spawned in part by this investigation.
Other regions have expressed interest. Domestic acceptance will be
fostered by the demonstration of concise procedures and satisfactory
results. Such a purpose is intended for this document.
•
of critical concern to water resources. planners and engineers is
the ability to forecast peak flow events. The. capacity to estimate the
magnituue and duration of large-recurrence outflows has a significant
impact upon the accuracy -of sizing and designing waterworks, and thus can
their cost.
The tool available to the planner for these purposes is. the hydro-
logic -model, Although the inputs of different models vary, all require
significant quantities of physiographic and hydrologic information,- these
data are typically expensive to obtain and are often only partially avail-
s	 able, Rsmote sensing offers a new source of information which formerly
had to be acquired by less effi.cien .t 7rteans or ignored altogether,
The first phases of this effort conducted from February, 1974 to
December,, 1975, addressed four pertinent topics c
i
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3.1 Investigation of Driver phenomena,
The purpose of this investigation was to achieve a valid statis-
tical comaariso*s of the rates and magnitudes of the hydrologic pro-
cesses contributing to the runoff from long-recurrence events. This
was accomplished over a significant sample of watersheds, with.wide
variation. of climatology. terrain '.and physiography. The comparison
allowed the detemi.nati.on of which are important and which can be neg-
lected without significant loss of accuracy,
Rain falling on a watershed is s-object to several processes which
4
abstract water and govern the flow, Those which produce the most Sig^
nificant changes to flow rates and volumes "drive" the basin ot_^flow.
Table l describes the hydrologic processes; Table 2 presents the
11.drivers". of each. It shows that several processes can be omitted in
the formulation of a peak rate model because of their limited impact,
For:.example, the rates corresponding to interflow, percolation, and
I	 evapotranspiration are very slow in comparison with other processes
i
such`as rainfall, infiltration : and overland flow,: Also, .interception
i
and depi:ession storage become saturated early in large rainfall events
and therefore are i.nconsequenti,al to peak event modelling,
i
Therefore, except for very special circumstances, peak flow can be
adequately modelled by considering only precipitation, infiltration and
j	 surface flow both overland and in the channels, The means by which
HYDROLOGIC PROCESS D^sCRI ^^o^r 
Moisture caught and stored on plant leaves and
Interception sterns or other impermeable objects, eventually
evaporated back into the atmosphere.
Infiltration Dowmard movement of water from the surface into
'Soil.the
A)	 Interflow Lateral subsurface viater movement toward stream
channels.
Dowmoiard movement of water through soil to
B)	 Percolation groundwater (area where.pores of soil or rock
are filled with water).
C)	 Base Runoff Water from interflow and percolation which moves
underground to the channel:
Evapotranspiration
Upward movement of water in gaseous state from
A). Bva-ooration the surface.
B)	 Transpiration Movement of water .through plants to the
atmaspher-e,
Precipitation Excess
Retention of excess rainfall in surface depres-A). Depression
Storage sions.
B)	 Surface Flow Uninf'iltrated water which flown over .land
surface to stream channels:
C)	 Channel Flow Flow of water in natural channels
Total Runoff Swn of runoff from underground processes (base.
runoff)and overland flow (direct runoff).
2
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TABIS 2
POTENIIAMUZ IMPORTANT DRIVERS AS FRAM 20 R"MROLOGSC PROCESSES
HYDROLOGIC PROCESS PFD1CTPp_L DMERS SECONDARY DBIVMS
Slone
Rouj hmess of Soil ._ ....
Overland.. Flow & Cover
Drainage Density &
Pattern
Soil Permeability Vegetative Cover
Antecedent Soil Slope
Infiltration Moisture Water Turbidity
Soil Moisture Capa--- Temperature
city
So71 Permeability
A)	 Interflow Subsurface Moisture
Gradient
Flow Length, Slope
Soil Permeability
B)	 Percolation Subsurface Moisture..
— —
Gradient
Soil Depth
.Evapotranspiration
Temperature Water Turbidity
A)	 Evaporation Antecedent Soil. Wind
Moisture
Soil. Permeability
Temperature Wind
Solar Radiation
B)	 Transpiration Vegetative Cover
Antecedent Soil
Moisture
Depression Storage & Depression Density Slope
Detention Cover Retention
Duration of Rainfall Evaporation Fate
Intensity of Rain—
Interception fall
Corer Composition,
.Age, Densft ty 1
f
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3.2  `Development and Validation of . Remote Sensing Modal
The following criteria ware followed in the st ructuring of a; peak-
xate nodeli
l) The neodel would be modula r t to allow the user flexibility of
application,
21 The modal would maximize potentinl. input from remote sensing.
nuri .ng the f4rst phase a model of the Rational Formula type was
developed, it is of the form:
l
6	
0.4
2L1
	
(^	 CTk]'	 3	 (1)
E ' ` S '	 C3600) a1
where 
-mxix= outflow rate  m3/sec/ka2
L - channel length, m
length of average str4 p m
n - average R%nning{ s "n"
routing factor
^=xai Taz
K - infiltration and spatial correction factor
T - rain recurrence intervalp years
a - average slope? m/m
al, 421 a3 constants function of location
The output of this model is the expected peak discharge rate for aL
watershed for a rainfall of T years recurrence interval . CA couplete
derivation is contained in the Tanua4ry p 1975 report) , This model was
}
i
}
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verified against records of 31 experimental°watersheds of the Agri-
cultural Research service, The results showed this model to equal
or better the pexformAnce of other formulations of the Rational type.
in the second phases the two criteria of modularity and remote
sensing input maximization were applied to the development of a more
couprehensi,ve Model capable of routing water overland and through the
channels. This model as envisioned would have maximal utility for un-
gaged, predominantly mural watersheds, i., e, those. where remote sensing
could inlay a significant role, Completion and verification of the model
occurred during the current effort and will be reported later in this
document,
3.3 Tdenti. gicAtion of the Efficiency of Remote Sensing in Determining
Parameters of Hydrologic Sodels
This task was cmgri sed of hydrologic land vase . analysis of water-
4
sheds located as given below:
11 ChIckashar Oklahoma
2) oxford f -Mississippi
1	 31 Blacksburg,. Virginia
4). muddy Branch { MAryland
I
The findings of this analysis are su=axized in the following3
I	 11 Substantial hydrologic information can be measured from
LMDSAT imagery, The parameters identified and measured werer
surfaoe water bodies surface cover classes, cluminel lengths
and watershed area., Both single-band and colon composite im-
agery were exami.nedj the latter offered much more information
and greatly facilitated analysis,
i
a
a
..11-,
21 of particular valve were seasonal-LANDSAT observations. For
example { the October imagery showed the watersheds when vege-
tation density was lowf this made the higher-order streams
visible, more channels could he Measured from. the Chickashat
Oklahoxa, image than appeared on the :3. S. G. S . topographic map
at the same scale, LANDSAT izagery clearly shows that ef-
fective drainage density varies cyclically' throughout the year.
31. it became apparent that published records do not reflect our-
rent surface cover conditions, since the watershed I s land use
typically Alters with time. The October, 1973, LANDSAT imagery
demonistrated that surface cover for the Chickasha Basin had
chAnged frop that: described in the latest published data (1967).
4L The Oxford and Blackshurg watersheds were used to evaluate the
di^kcrimi.nasbility of stream courses, forest cover t surface water
and i-permeable areas from LANDSAT lmagesw The relative value
of each of the four MSS }wands was assessedy Band 7 was found
,Most useful for surface water, While Band 5 offered more detail
_in vegetated areas. it was concluded, thougt, that composite
imagery optistized the contributions of all bands.
51 A complete hydrologic land use analysis was performed using
color coMosite imagery for the Muddy Branch basin in Montgomery
County, Maryland, The accuracy of the process was verified by
comparison with aerial photography ground truth. The results
are summarized in Table 3 t Overall error was about 6%, ac-
ceptable for computAtion of surface cover factors of hydrologic
-models.
;i
f
TABLE 3
	
r
SURFACE COVER CLASSIFICATION RESULTS, MUDDY BRANCH BASIN
AREA % or. APEA OF INVENTORS!.
LANDSIkV WATERSHED AERIAL WATERSHED ERROR
Urban 557 ha 11 649 ha 12 -14%
Forest 1.242.ha 24 1,292. ha 23 - 4%
Lakes 30 ha 1 29 ha 1 + 3%
Soil 575 ha 11 547 ha 10 + 5%
rields 2,852 ha 54 3,028 ha 55 + 6%
E	 I
i
IV. APPROACH TO THE PRESENT EFFORT
The current phase of this effort brought the prior work to a
conclusion 'through four tasks'.
Task 1 The complete development . of the routing model.
Task 2 The derivation of hydrologic parameters from LSAT
imagery for an additional watershed, making a total of
five for which such analysis has been. performed.
Task 3 The documentation of procedures for extracting hydro-
logic information from LANDSIiT imagery.
Task4 Demonstration of the procedures and model to a
selected group of users,
Figure 1 is a flaw chart showing the objectives set out for this
phase.
Task 1 constituted the synthesis of a routing module for the
planning model. This has been completed and programmed in FORTRAN IV
for operation on small-capacity digital computers. The model features
user-interactive operation and amenability to present and potential in-
puts from satellite remote sensors.
A summary of its derivation is presented in Section VI. ( A more
detailed derivation is included in rh e Appendix). Task l culminated in
the simulation of a, peak zunoff event as taken from actual gage records;
this is also described in Section, V1.
Task 2 involved the hydrologic land use classification of the
Bucklodge Branch watershed in Montgomery County, Maryland. The techniques .
developed for Task 3 (described below) were applied to cover

r-15r
classification of Bucklodge Branch. This task also 'included the deri-
vation of model. parameters from the remotely sensed information, Re- i
salts are reported in Section VT-
Task 3 resulted in the development of generalized procedures for
extrcction of quantitative information from LANDSAT imagery through 	 t
simple'visual analyses, The findings, given in Section V,. showed that	 •••_
i
relatively uncompl^cated techniques can yield results adequate for hy-
drologic modelling,
i
The final, task included identificatioa of prospective user groups
and e3mosure of the model and associated analysis procedures to them,
A sw m zy of those nativi ties is presented in Section VII. {
i
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V.	 PROCEDURES FOR EXTRACTION OF HYDROLOGIC DATA FROM LANDSAT IMAGERY
The quantities of rainfall which eventually become stream discharge
depend in large measure upon the character and condition of the land sur-
face over which it must run.
	
Rain falling on a watershed is subjected
to the retardant forces of the surface cover this retardation, in turn,
regulates the fractions of the.water mass which run overland, infiltrate
a
or are evaporated.	 A rural watershed covered with thick grass
i
and trees, for example, will have a much different response to a peak
r
3	 rain event than will its urbanized counterpart.
Figure 2 exemplifies this effect.
	
The curve shows the impact on
runoff peak of altering the surface complex (as approximated by the S.C.S.
curve number).
	
Points on the curve were generated using a recorded rain I
event input to a 150 square kilometer basin in the region of Tuscany,
Italy.*	 The sensitivity is marked.	 Figure 3, similarly, demonstrates
the effect on the discharge peak of seasonal change, in this example,
that of cultivating a portion of the watershed.	 Again the results are
pronounced.	 Two conclusions can be made:
•	 f
l)	 Surface cover is a significant driver, of peak discharge i
event.
21	 The provision of periodic land coven information can be j
of value to the hydrologic modeller.
tt
* 1 his watershed is currently . being. modeled for the goveriunent of
the Region of Tuscany, Italy.	 The modeling techniques were derived
from the present NASA — sponsored effort.
i
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Prior work in remote sensing for hydrology has shown that surface
cover can be derived from presently available LANDSAT imagery. A problem
with reducing potential to practice, however, has been the absence of
standard procedures for extraction of required data by uncomplicated,
inexpensive, yet accurate, means.
One objective of this effort was the development of procedures. .for-
utilizing LANDSAT data to determine watershed surface cover. ' An important
result is that the procedure eventually developed is applicable- not only
to the specific model developed herein, but can be generalized to all
hydrologic models.
5.1 Importance of Surface Cover to Hydrologic Models
For reasons just discussed, all but the simplest hydrologic models
take surface cover into 'cons iderati0n. Specific: implementations vary
but generally include the following:
a. Computation of initial detention storage
b. Calculation of surface resistance to overland flow
c. Division of the rainfall mass into its overland and inti prated
fractions
do. Estimation of potential evapotranspiration
e. Quantification of the effects of impermeable areas
Figure 4 summarizes the surface cover inputs to several widely-used
hydrologic models. it is clear that a substantial amount of surface-
related information is required.
MODELS
USDAKL-70/74
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FIGURE 41 SURFACE COVER VARIAJ3LES OF WATERSHED MODEL
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For these requirements to be filled by LANDSAT, the frequency and
resolution of the LA,NDSAT-derived data must be sufficient to meet model
demands.	 With respect to the first point, LANDSAT can provide anew
surface cover picture every nine to eighteen days.	 This frequency meets
and exceeds all the requirements of current models, even when cloud oc-
cultation is factored in.
The resolution of Land cover detail required by the models varies,
but is generally consistent with the current capabilities of LANDSAT
sensors.	 The exceptions are those models designed to analyze int=a•-urban
hydrology; satellite data will be of limited applicability here.	 For
those models suited to evaluation of larger-watersheds, host require.-
' r	 k	 _	 ..
meets can be met through a LEVEL T* land use classificati.on, which can
he accomplished remotely.
	
The modeller must be able to distinguish
between: a
t
a,	 Urbanized areas
b.	 Agricultural (cropped) areas/fallow
i
c.	 Surface Water o
d.	 Pasture
e.	 Forests
i
i
*(As defined in, "A Land-use.-Classification. System for Use With. Remote
t
Sensing Data," U.S.G.S. Circular 671, Anderson; Hardy and Roach, 1972)
j
-	 ii
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This level of detail will permit computation of friction factors
such as Manning's "n," mensuration of impermeable areas; calculation of
surface water area; etc.
5.2 Alternative Techniques for Analysis of LANDSAT Tmagt
Because LANASAT data is produced in two forum, computer compatible
tapes (CCT's) and "photographic" images, two options for its analysis
exist - computer and visual classification/mensuration. Ube first
involves the development of mathematical/statistical al.goritims for
separation of themes based upon the relative output of each of thej	 -
sensors. Visual analysis is the same with the exception 'chat the algorithm
j is mental.. The interpreter segregates on the basis of the individual or
i summed reflectance levels of the Multispectxal Sensor Bands.
What are the advantages/disadvantages, if any,.of either procedure?
our work in hydrology, and other application areas, has made obvious a
j	 bomber of factors making visual analysis preferable for "complex" scenes
t	 and low-cost applications. Principal_ among these are:
i Training Sampl Criteria
i
	
	
Computer classification and mensuration requires the establishment
of a number of training samples. These should be- "homogeneous" saimples,
containing at least a minimum nubr of pixels. With visual analysis,
i
it is possible to minimize the training field requirement; it is also
easier to account for variations within a theme which would result in
errors with computer classification
maximization of Multi-Temporal Er22erties of LANBSAT Imagery
-23-
has proved advantageous. Visual analysis facilitates the simultaneous
evaluation of images from different seasons, years, etc., at low cost.
Ground Truth
In most settled areas, the scales of features vary significantly.
The relatively lour, 66 meter average resolution of LANDSAT causes
boundary effects which distort the identification and mensuration of
areas less than several tens of acres, if performed by automatic means.
only the visual overlay of aerial imagery or maps against LANDSAT imagery
corrects this problem. Projection of visual images at scales which
can be comfortably observed greatly facilitates scale matching.
Accuracy of Results
Except for LANDSAT scenes taken at the correct seasons when reflectance
differences among the various ground covers are most pronounced and in
which the features to be identified are extensive compared to the LANDSAT
pixel dimensions, automatic classification exhibits considerable errors.
Visual analysis employing one or more of the techniques indicated above
(multitemporal, superposition with aerial photography), can result in
1
r
significantly improved accuracies.
uiPXTieI2^ Requiremeats costs
The initial capital cost of visual analysis equipment (projectors,
zoom transfer scopes) is considerably lower than that of digital processing
equipment. Por 1°complex" scenes, visual analysis has been found in. this
effort to cost on the order of 10% of computer analysis at equal performance. 	
,.
J
It is concluded that at the present state of the art, visual analysis
techniques are preferable for small users, becausee they are more likely
to utilize LANDSAT imagery if the initial costs and skills levels required
f
are kept as low as possible.
Even with simple visual means two problems still constitute impedi-
ments to the practical Use of LANDSA`I imagery: 1) the lack of a standard
procedure; and 2) the unavailability of projection/analysis devices
amenable to complete analysis of satellite imagery at low cost. Ecosystems'
effort has resulted in techniques for solving both these problems.
A device for easy analysis was developed and tested* which is suited
to LANDSAT scales and resolutions. It is described in Appendix B.
The following describes a recommended procedure for deriving
quantitative hydrologic data from the MSS imagery.
5.3, Visual Extraction of hydrologic Land Use from JAMIMSAT Imagery
The preceding sections have described the uses of surface cover
data by hydrologic models, and indicated that many are obtainable from
LANDSAT imagery. It is significant, in addition, that the extraction
of these data can be accomplished through simple and inexpensive visual
means, procedures similar to those used in analysis of aerial photographs.
The development of a certain amount of expertise on the part of the
interpreter is necessary, but the level required is not prohibitive.
The most important concern is that a careful and consistent analysis
procedure be adhered to, such as that described herein.
5_3.1 Zand Use Information Content of the Four LAND>SAT Hands
In order for LANDSAi data to be useful in hydrologic analysis:
* The device was developed on ECosystems' Own funds, but utilizing
to. the fullest the experience garnered in this NA:A - sponsored
effort.
s
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resolution of the sensors must be sufficient to provide the required
level of classification and area measurement; and, the •optimum spectral
bands must be chosen for the surface feature under study.
With respect to the first criterion, the minimum resolvable area
of the LANDSAT sensors is of order 0.4 hectares (l acre). The applica-
bility of LANDSAT, therefore, will be optimized where the unit of analysis	 w..
is sufficient, i.e. in medium to Large-sized basins predominated by rural
Land use; it is in these basins, though, where gage records are typically
less detailed and where modelling can have large benefits (snowmelt
analysis, water works sizing, flood forecasting).
With respect to the second criterion, no single LANDSAT band can
distinguish all land use classes well enough to meet the requirements
of hydrologic modelling. However,, the output from the four sensors
taken individually and in stmt do provide sufficient information. Each
sensor sees a distinct spectral range and, therefore, receives different
radiance levels from a particulax object. For the purposes of thematic
segregation, it is preferable that a sensor see a theme at one extreme
of reflectance (i.e., very high or very low) while giving the opposite
value for all other themes. This maximizes contrast and likewise the
separability of the theme. Again, no single spectral band can accomplish
this ideal case, but an examination of the imagery shows that hydrologic
land use classes can be separated.
For example, in LANDSAT Band 7 (0.8 -- 1.11im) surface water appears
very dark while its surroundings are generally much lighter whereas
for Band 5, forested areas appear dark. Figure 5 illustrates this.
FIGURE 5
REFLECTANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF MSS BANDS
.w !
(0, 6 - 0. 7 11m)
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Table IV sunanarizes exemplary radiometric data and indicates which
bands appear preferable for a given theme. The values, derived from
imagery from the Baltirr.ore-Washington area, show where the land uses fall
on a fifteen-step gray scale. (A value of 1 = 100% reflectance; 15 =
0% reflectance). `themes will be most easily separated where the variance
is small and where the other themes have different values.
5.3.2 Use of Composite imagery
The utility of LANDSAT imagery can be augmented by combining the
individual bands into composites. The addition of color to each band
facilitates the se paration of surface themes, because it allows the
analyst to see the information contained in all bands simultaneously.
A simple, low cost procedure for color encoding indiv 4_dual black
and white images and compositing them is available in the diazo process.
Its best us:;e, as developed by ECGsystems, is to produce plastic transparencies
in shades of a single color directly from LANDSAT 9" x 3" images. To ac-
complish this, the black and white image is sandwiched with a sheet
of diazo film and exposed to ultraviolet light. The film is
-28-
TABLE
BAND 4
OCT.. '73 IMAGE 0?N. '73 IMAGE
Surface Water 5--10 3-4
Urban 1--	 7 1-2
Forest 10-11 7-8
Fields/Agricultural 4-13 1-9
BARD 5
Surface Water 10-14 9.10
Urban 1- 4 1- 2
Forest 10-11 10-11
Fields Agricultural 1-- 7 1--12
BAND 6
Surface Water 15 15
Urban 4-12 8-10
Forest S- 9 5- 6
Fields/Agricultural 4-12 4-10
BATED 7
Iurface Wate 15 15
10--11 10-11
Forest 7- B 2- 5
Fields/Agriculture 2-11 1-11
II -- indicates best single band for given theme
then developed by sample equipment which exposes it to ammonia vapors.
Figure 6 exemplifies the process product: a diazo positive of a single-
band -- LANDSAT image processed in cyan. The procedure is repeated. for
the other bands producing each band in a different color. Finally, the
diazo transparencies are overlayed, registered, and glued together to
corm the composite image. Figure 7 is a contact print of the resultant
composite.
Sevm. 1 advantages to image analysis with diazo transparencies have
been founds
1. The costs are very law, especially when compared to computer--
aided classification techniques. The exposure and develop-
ment unit can be purchased for approximately $500 to $1,000.
The materials cost for composite transparencies is less than
one dollar.
2. The diazo filth yields a faithful positive reproducti:,a of the
original image. 'Very little detail is lost, and processing
time is short. A composite transparency can be produced in
tender a hour.
3. By varying exposure times and film color, images can be
„tuned" to accent desired features while depressing othera.
This significantly augments the separability of surface
themes. Several composites can be prepared for a watershed,
each of which optimizes the visibility of a specific land
use.
5.4 Recommended Procedure for the Visual Analysis of LMDSAT Composite
Imagery
The visual analysis of imagery for hydrologic land use should proceed
in six steps:
i
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FIGURE 7
SECTION OF CONTACT PPTNT OF TrIREE BAND
DIA20 COZIPOSITE, 6 October 1973
BAND 4 YELLOW
BANDS -MAGENTA
BAND 7 CYA-N
1) Preparation of "tuned" Diazo Composites
2) Image Projection/Ground Truth Overlay
3) Watershed Delineation.
4) Analysis of Ground Truth
5) Segregation of Surface-Cover Themes
6 11 Quantification of Hydrologic parameters
5.4.1 Preparation of "Tuned" Diazo Composites ..
As noteta earlier, no single LANDSAT band contains all the hydrologic
information; each sensor maximizes the reflectance of the surface in a
different spectral range. Full advantage of these reflectance differences
has generally not been exploited in visual analysis: rather, past work
has relied mostly upon BANDSAT's geometric properties - identification
of shape and form from single color composites.
The diazo compositing process affords the analyst the opportunity
`"	 to optimize the value of radiometric differences. Consider the fol-
lowing example: Band 5 (a.E -- 0_7,1m)receives low reflectance from
vegetation since these wavelengths are absorbed by chlorophyll. Band 7
(0.6 1.lpm), in contrast, receives nearly 50% of the incident radiation
from mature green vegetation. This phenomenon can be exploited to
discriminate vegetation.
Suppose that the watershed under study contains heavily vegetated
areas. Is it possible to assign a desired color to these areas in
preparing the composite.
if it is desired that these vegetated areas appear red, it is only
i
necessary to encode the Band 5 diazo positive in zed (and/or Band 4, if 	 i
a
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it is used, since the two are correlated) and to develop Bands 6 and 7
in contrasting colors. The red vegetated areas of Bands 4 and 5 will show*
through the equivalent sections of Bands 6 and 7 which will he clear.
The result is a composite "tuned" to vegetation.
Thus, by referral to the relative reflectances of land use classi-
fication, such as shown in Table 4, the analyst can compose his imagery
to mane more obvious the themes he wishes to identify. The technique
described is valid for themes which provide high contrast (loss or high f
reflectances simultaneously present). A modification of the process 	
I
allows separation of themes whose xeflectances lie closer together (lower
contrast). It is a property of diazo imagery that increasing exposure
time decreases the content of the image; i.e. a long exposure time drops
out themes with high reflectance (lour image density) . A positive ixage
j	 can be color-encoded in a given color and exposed to the point where all
j	 areas with lesser density than those desired are eliminated. This pro-
cedure is then repeated with the equivalent negative image, but in a
contrasting color. When the two images are overlayed, the subject then
will appear in the , color produced by combination: surrounding areas
will be in pure hues. Figure 8 demonstrates the results.
The two techniques described above separate all but themes with
very low relative contrast. To further improve the discrimination
between these, a third option is the use of multi--temporal. imager..
For example, forested areas and fields can have similar reflectauces
in all the MSS bands. Fields, however, are fax less likely to display
a signature which remains constant over the year.. Figure 9 depicts an
example. Note that in the February image the forest has lost its
-34-
FIGURE 8
TUNED DIAZO IMAGE - URBAN AREAS
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OCTOBER 1973
LANDSAT 3 BAND COMPOSITE
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FEBRUARY 1974
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FIGURE: 9: SEASONAL Ci*IGE; IN FOREST SI(7NATURF
similarity with fields .
A recommended procedure for integrating these techniques is to first
i
develop a standard composite of bands l and, colors such as Band 4 (yellow),
Band 5 (magenta) and Band 7 (cyan) . The analyst should then separate
all identifiable themes; the. resultant classification can then be conf-irmed
or adjusted by subsequent analysis of .composites tuned to a particular
E.
i	 theme from different seasons.
5.4.2 Image. Projection.
Land use classification to Level 1-2 requires significant magnifica-
tion of the 1-.1 1 000,000 . Scale LANDSAT imagery. %bis has previously
been a drawback of visual analysis hardware -- devices which could per-
mit enlargement to greater than about 10Y have been very expensive.
The cost can be . greatly reduced., however, as exemplified by the imaging
system developed for such analysis by ECOsystems. Experience with this
system has shown that magnifications of about 40Y are convenient for
Land cover analysis, since they permit the direct overlaying of I-
1,000,000 LANDSAT images upon USGS 1., 24,000 topographic maps.. To
insure the colar-fastness of the. images during analyses, color slides
should be made from the diazo composite. 'ihe slides can be made to
include as large an. axea as desired, but it is preferable to reproduce
the diazos at one-to-one scale. The area represented in a 35-millimeter,
l:l from a 1:1 4000,000 LAND5A.T image will be approximately 85,.500 hec-
tares. Larger watersheds can be analyzed in sections.
Ii
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The slides are made with a 35 millimeter single lens reflex camera
equipped with a bellows. The diazo composite is illuminated from behind
by a light source matched to the color temperature of the slide film
used. 1he photographs are taken with the camera mounted on a copy stand.
once: exposed, nearly all slide films can be developed "in--house" using
inexpensive chemistry. The time required from exposure to projector-
ready slide is less than two hours.
Finished slides are mounted in the imaging system and projected.
As shown in Figure to , the analysis table is equipped with an overhead
mirror which reflects the image onto a work surface. The LANDSAT image
can thereby be superimposed over maps or aerial. photographs. A zoom
control allows the scales of the projected image and ground truth to be
matched.
5.4.3 Watershed Delineation/Ground Truth overlay
Analysis of hydrologic Land cover begins with the demarcation of
the boundaries of the watershed. Except in regions of very high relief,
some ancillary information is generally required. This is readily available
t
in the form of USGS topographic maps. Stereo aerial photographs, where
available, can also he used. The watershed ridges line is first traced
on the map. The LANDSAT image is projected over the map and aligned
using roads, rivers, lakes, or other prominent features for reference.
A sheet of tracing paper is placed over both and the ridge line drawn
on it. The map is then remoned.
5.4.4 ,Analysis of Ground Truth
There are a number of widely-available so •,irces of ground truth
which can be valuable aids to the interpretation of satellite imagery.
--a.-
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Among these are:
1) topographic maps (USGS)
2) soil surveys (SCS)
3) aerial photographs
Topographic maps, though often dated, contain some land cover
information.. Specifically, forested areas, lakes, streams and urban
areas are called out. Soil Conservation Service maps are most valuable
to estimation of the subsurface characteristics of a watershed but also
show streams, roads,. surface water. Many have the soil classes drawn up-
on aerial photographs which may be used as ground truth if better ones
are not obtainable. Low altitude aerial photographs are the best source
of ground truth, but are also the more expensive and least available.
What are the optimum uses of ground truth , and hoer would one proceed
to analyze land cover without it? In the absence of any ancillary data
whatsoever, it would be necessary to rely totally upon the radiometric
characteristics of the LANDSAT sensors. Even in this case, it is possible
for a great deal of land cover information to be culled out. Visible
themes such as rivers and lakes, some urban areas, and forests can be
identified by their shape and form. An interpreter with some knowledge
of the study area and of the spectral properties of land use themes
could add another level, of information. This, in effect, would be the
same as checking LANDSAT data against a training field. Familiarity
with the seasonal or phenologic progressions of vegetation is also
most valuable.
A competent interpreter can generally adequately classify hydrologic
land use to Level 1--2 using only LANDSAT imagery. The existence of
certain types of ground truth facilitates the process and should be
taken advantage of. Maps and photographs, even if outdated, can be used
to verify that an area classified as forest is, indeed, forest. if such
fact can be confirmed within the watershed, or even in a nearby location,
the results of these "tests" can be extended over the study area, e.g.
if a red-blue area in the bANDSAT image is determined to be forest,
areas of like color can also be classified as forest. The resultant
classification can be spot-checked where the presence of true forest
areas is known.
Prior to evaluation of the LANDSAT images, all available ground
truth should be collected. The data obtained should be summed into a
base map for the basin. All surface features discernible from the
ground truth should be designated on the map. In the ideal case, ground
truth is sufficiently complete to designate a gross,even though mostly
outdated, land use map for the entire basin; the function of the LANDS-AT
data, in this case, is to update the older information and to provide
the importaint seasonal, information which it lacks.
5.4,5 Classiaaat^on of LWDSAT Themes
The next step in surface cover analysis is the actual classification
of themes from the diazo composite. The image has been projected on the
work surface and the watershed boundaries established. The analyst must
then determine how many separable theatres, or colors, exist within the scene.
Figure ll exemplifies the process. The analyst sho"Ul.d make a tracing of the
themes which are identifiable. Once drawn, it is helpful to assign an ident
fier to each area delineated and identified; it is suggested that this be
accomplished through comparison with a set of standard color ,chips such
I
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FIGURE 11
SEPERATION OF LAND USE THEMES
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as those used in aerial photographic interpretation. Each separable
color is thereby given a unique label; this insures repeatability and
also facilitates validation by other interpreters.
At this point the analyst has a map divided into color themes
but has not as yet identified what the colors represent. To do this, he
refers to the available ground truth; selects a test area from within
each color class; compares it to the maps or photos, and assigns the
area to a land use designation as in Figure 12. The resultant land use
map should be regarded as still tentative. The classifications are
subject to modification using composites of different composition, i.e.
different tuning, or from different seasons. Generally, initial classifi-
cation reveals differences between the LANDSAT imagery and the ground
truth due to changes more recent than are reflected in the maps or
photos; these can be confirmed by reference to additional images.
The result of multiple-image classification will be a hydrologic
land use map suitable for the derivation of quantitative model parameters.
5,4,6 quantification of Hydrologic Parameters
With the land use map in hand, the derivation of model parameters
can proceed as it would using any source of surface cover data. Me
exact procedure will vary with the model used; the following paragraph
describes a generalized technique used by several models-- the computa-
tion of an average value of Manning's "n" for a subwatershed.
Pla=ing models often require the division of watersheds into
hydrologically homogeneous sub-areas. The criteria for defining
f
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FIGURE 12: CLASSIFICATION OF LAND USE THEMES
A, B, and C Indicate Forest
D and E Indicate Fields
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E	 homogeneity include topography, soil characteristics, and surface cover.
^j
€i
Typically, maps of each are prepared and compared in overlay fashion.
The modeller then divides the watershed to give the optimum uniformity
among these three parameters. Figure 13 demonstrates the process.
Once the homogeneous sub-areas are established, an average set of
parameters is assigned to each. With respect to surface cover, an
average surface friction factor, such as Manning's "n," is computed
for every stab-area. Figure 14 shorts how this is accomplished from the
LANDSAT map as well as from aerial photography. First, the sub-areas
are delineated on the land cover Snap,. Then the percentage of its area
covered by each use is computed using a calibrated grid, as shown, or a
planimeter. Finally, the percentages computed are compared to a table
of values for Ma*_ning's "n" as reproduced in the figure. Their computed
weighted average becomes the average friction factor for the sub-area.
Parallel analyses of LANDSAT and aerial images, performed during this
effort, yield nearly identical values for surface friction..
These values become direct inputs to planning models. The following
section demonstrates the application of the techniques described to an
actual watershed.
't
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GUPE 13	 DIVISION OF A WATEPSHED INTO HYDROLOGICALLY H0140GENEOUS
SUB-AREAS
3
i^
FOREST, n = .10
FIELDS, n _ .035
SUBBASIN AVG. AVG. SLOPE
M/M
AVG.	 INFTL.
(range) Cm/hr.MOISTU
AVG. SOIL
E CAP. cm.
A .040 .050 2.5	 -	 .25 7.6
B 1056 .055 5.1	 -	 .5 7.6
C .068 .055 .25	 -	 .03 1.3
D .056 4	 .075 1.3 -	 .05 2.5
E .044 .080 1.3 -	 .05 2.5
F .038 .080 5.1	 -	 .5 7.6
G 11038 .070 .25	 -	 .03 1.3
H .035 1110 1.3 -	 .05 2.5
I .053 .105 1.3 -	 .05 2.5
1 .064 .085 5.1 -	 .5 7.6
K	 I .03; .060 .25	 -	 .03 1.3
L .045 .055 I	 1.3	 -	 .05 2.5
LAN DS AT CO.^ -)L ? '- E
OC-r0BER 1973
1 = FOREST
2 = FIELDS
3 = U PBAN
AERIAL COLOR I R
DECEMBER 1973
J	 i	 ^	 i	 ^	 I	 I	 J
FIGURE 14: ASSIGNMENT OF HXDI-n LOGIC PARAt48TF.RS
FORES'T'S	 % URBAN	 % FIELDS	 AVERAGE
n = .1	 n ^ .01	 n = .03	 "n"
AWP-1AL 	67	 12	 22	 .075
LAN E-, s T	 65	 11	 24	 .073
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VZ. DEVELOPMENT OF REMOTE SENSING MODEL AND APPLICATION TO TEST
WATERSHED
6.1 Model Development
During the course of this . project, several. criteria for planning
models using remote sensing were developed. They include:
1) The model should consider all hydrologic "drivers," i.e.,
the surface and sub-surface processes which significantly
affect the discharge peak rate and duration.
2) It should take maximum advantage of presently feasible
remote sensing inputs (surface cover) and be amenable
to new ones (soils, soil moisture, etc,) as they are
developed.
3) A principal function of the study should be to demonstrate .
to prospective users of LANDSAT data how remote sensing
techniques.can be applied to the general class of plan-
ning models with actual watershed data..
A .model has been deduced from standard practice and. modified to a
form consistent with these criteria. it simulates the flow of rain-
water over the surface of a watershed, subjects it to subsurface abstrac-
tion (using the Holtan infiltration formula); and routes the excess
through stream channels to the outlet. Surface cover, land use, soil
type, soil moisture content, basin and channel physiography and topo-
graphy are explicitly considered.
l
	
	 As presently configured, the model consists of an overland flow
and a channel flow module. The overland component is based on the
I
conservation of rainfall volume:
V=gtMI
where 
	 3V overland flow volume m
I	
C1	 rain rater M
3 /sect
I total infiltration volume + m3
t w rain duration, sacs,
The volume of runoff over tine ^s defined by the Manning relation	 ••.
for surface f ow #
2/3
4	 (.Y
where e
asurface runoff, m/sec
1 - slope F Tn/m
j	 n -	 ni,ng's surface friction coefficient
Y depth. of overland. flow, m.
{	 t
The modal operates in discrete time steps, computing a depth value
(yI for the beginning and end of each interval and usir ig their average i
to calculate a discharge. CQZ. The Q values for all time steps consti-
tute the overland flow.hy.drograph,
1	 i
r
The channel flow module takes. the overland hydrographs from homogen-
eous sub-areas of a watershed and routes them to the: outlet. Manning'.s
relationship is used to compute channel outflow. Figure 5 sumnarizes the
=del l s components; a logic flaw diagram and a FORTRAN listing are in-
cluded in the Appendix, Table 5 Usts the input data required by the
model.
qg
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OVERLAND FLOW PARAMETERS
Unit strip length, meters
Unit strip slope, meters/meter
Unit strip Manning' s "n"
Initial depth of flow, meters
SOIL 'PARAMETERS
CHANNEL FLOW PART MTERS
Channel length, meters
Channel slope, meters/meters
Channel Manning's "n"
Channel Hydraulic radius, meters
-AA.
Sail moisture capacity, meters/meter
Antecedent mai.sture contentrmeters/meter
Percolation rate, meters/sec.
Steady-state infiltration rate, meters/sec.
OVERLAND FLAW INPUTS	 CHANNEL Fr_P,; XNPUTS
Rainfall temporal profile	 Unit strip
 Hydrographs
Rain rate (in/sea)	 Discharge, m /sec.
Time Csecs)	 Time r secs
The parameters are input in the conversational mode, ie e., the pro-
gram "asks" the modeller to ester each.one as required. The output of
the overland flow module. is printed in tabular form and there is an op-
tion to graph the data, A sample run is shown in Figure 16
6.2 Application of the Mode: to Test Watersheds
Tests were run using LMDS^,T data as inputs to verify the operation
of the -made l ;for typical unpaged watersheds. The tests served two pur-
poses :
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1, To substantiate that the model is capable of producing sat-
isfactory results as compared to similar models of unpaged
i
	 watersheds. The watershed used was gaged and these records
were used for comparison.
2. Tb demonstrate for prospective users of LMUSAT data that the
analysis techniques described in Section IV are applicable
in "hands-on" hydrologic modeling and provide sufficient im
provement to warrant their use.
1 he simulation test encompasses two phases: data collection and
reductions and the actual model runs.
6.2.1 Data Collection and Reduction
The first step of this phase was the selection of a test watershed.
After study, the Bucklodge Branch basin, in Montgomery County, Maryland,
was selected, The advantages of this site Mere:
1, Sufficient rainfall and streamflow records were available to
yal^date the model's results.
2, The watershed contains several distinct land uses providing a
good test of what can be distinguished from LANWAT,
3, Aerial photography ground truth existed to validate the re- 	 !
suits of LINDSAT analysis.
4. The proximity of Bucklodge Branch permitted any moot points
to be resolved b field surv ey,,x
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Bucklodge Branch drains approximately twenty three square kilo-
meter D square miles). of an urban/rural setting in Montgomery county ►
Maryland. The overall stream length is 32 kilometers (20 miles), The
predominant land -uses are rural and agricultural f including fields,
forests, bare sail, surface water, and a small urbanized area. These
land uses are typical of those of ung acted watershed where satellite
4na.7.ysis will have the most value, Bucklodge Branch is monitored by
the Montgomery County Department of Environmental Protection and is
equipped with two rai.ngages and a river stage recorder. Figure 17 is a
map of Bucklodgep showing the locations of the gaging sites,
The table contained in section 6.1 listed the data which were re-
quired before the model could be run. Since the purpose of this pro-
lect was to rely minkmAlly upon non-satellite data, only data sources
readily and widely available were called upon, The soils parameters,
infiltration and percglati on rates, wrere taken directly _from the Soil.
Conservation Ser ice survey of Montgomery County, pigure 18 exempli-
fies the available soils data., Slopes and lengths were measured from
a U,S, Geological Surwy 1:24,000 scale topographic map, Nand cover
data was derived solely from LANDSAT imagery, The resulting classi-
fication was verified by comparison with 1:130,000 color infrared
aerial photography,
The LANDGAT imagery selected for evaluation was darted 6 October 1973,
Tt was chosen for image clual.i.ty and tenForal proximity to the aerial pho-
tographs (December 1973). Multi-spectral sensor bands 4 (0.5-0.6 - Em)
5 [0,E-0,7 gml and 7 t0,8-1,1 pmj were combined in a three-band diazo
P
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FIGURE 1.8
EKERPT FROM S.C,S, SOIL SURVEY OF MONTGOMERY CO., MD.
Mali
symbol
Soil
Depth to
seasonally
highwater
table
Deptli to
bedrock
liner description of situ and soil
I)epth from
sttrfave
(typical
profile)
USDA
(textural
class)
3zn'A Glenville silt loam, 0 to 3 per-
Mel
1 to 3
Fed
4-{- Moderately well drained soils in
Idchet
0 to	 5 Silt loam-_--
cent slopes. draws and depressions and up-
3ma Glenville silt loans, 3 to 8 per- n 1 to 3 4-1- land flats; developed in residu- 5 to 28 Silt Ioam--__
cent slopes: um weathered from crystallino
GmB2 Glanville silt Ioam, 3 to 8 per- z l to 3 4-}- rocks;	 some	 colluvial surface 28 to 42+ Silt loam----
cent slopes, moderately erod- material.	 Seepage sots fairly
ed. common.	 l!ragipan in subaoil.
Gr Gullied land, Penn materials__- (a) 0 to 2 Very severely eroded areas that 0 to 10 Channcry silt
originally were Penn silt loam lotom
or undetermined soils of the 10 }- -------------
Petin series; very shallow; in
many places bedrock is exposed.
HaA Huntington alit luain, 0 to 3 per- 3 (_) Nell-drained, deep soils on flood 0 to 12 Silt Ioa:n ----
cent slopes. plains;developed in ntluvium 12 to 60+ Silt Ioam____
HaB2 Huntington silt loam, 3 to 8 per- 3 (x) derived from limestone.	 Infra-
cent slopes, moderately erod- quently flooded. .
i
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n
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4
Engineering classitleation Percentage passing— Selected characteristiea significant in engineering
XG No. No. Range in Shrink-
Unified AA811O 200 10 4 permeability Structure Reaction Dispersion swell
sieve Steve Steve potential
NIL -------- A-4-------- 65 flo 96
Inrhap dour
n. Yi3 to 2.0 GranuIar to;zub ngulur
p$
4.5 to 5.5 Modemte_ Low.
blocky.
NIL or CL__ A-4 or A-f;_ 70 95 98 , 06 to 2.0 platy and subangular 4.5 to 5.0 High ------- Loiv.
blocky.
;NIH -------- A-5 -------- 65 85 90 . 20 to 0. 63 Subangular blocky ----- 4.5 to 5.0 High.._..--_- Lom
i ftL or G3,1_ A-2 or A -4_ 35 50 60 .20 to 2.0 8ubunguiur blocky___.._ 4.5 to 5.0 High ------- Low.
GNI or GC. A-2 -------- 15 20 30 ---------------- (Fractured shale)-_-- _-- ------- ----------- -----------
NIL -------- A-4 -------- 80 100 1Co . 03 to 2.0 Granulzr to platy--___ 0.1 to G. 5 Nloderate___ Lots.
NFL ar GL_ _ A-4 or A.-0- 90 100 100 .20 to 0.63 Blocky and subangular 0. 1 to 7, 4 Moderato___ Low to
blocky. moderate
y
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composite as described in Section 4. The color coding initially se-
lected was the same as that used by the Barth Resources observation
Systems Data Centex, i,. e, , Hand 4 positive - yellow, Band 5 positive w
magenta, and Band 7 positive - cyan. Figure 19 is an enlargement of
the composite.
The analysis proceeded by transferring the area of the 9" X 9"
diazo containing Bucklodge Branch onto color slide film, A 35mm camera
with a, slide copying attachment was usedl this guarantees the color-
fastness of the image to be analyzed. The slide was projected using
the Mark I ECOsystems Universal. Image Analyzer at a 1;24,000 scale.
141 1 7 X magnifi cation 1.
The specific steps required to translate the colors to specific
Land use and coyer classes were described in Section V and are sum-
marized in the followingi
Step l: Location of Watershed: The ridge Line of the Bucklodge
Branch watershed was first demarked on the U.S.G.S. topographic
map. This outline defined the area to be classified. The E:Co-
systems analyzer permits magnification of a projected image to
predetermined scale. By adjusting the projection distance, the
LANDSAT composite was enlarged to match the topo-map scale, The
ima.5e is reflected off an overhead mirror and superimposed on
the base snap, An exact supezposit:ion is attained by adjusting
the zoom lens until alignment is achieved between lakes, roads
and/or other prominent unambiguous features in the scene, The
watershed is thus bounded by the ridge line drawn on the map.
f
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FIGURE 13: LANDSAT DIAZO COMPOSITE, BUCKLODGE BRANCH
WATERSHED, 6 October 1973
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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A sheet of p14 n paper was placed over the topo map and the basin
boundary traced on it. The map was no longer needed and was re-
moved,
step 2: Preliminaa Land Use Glassificationt An initial assess-
znent of how many separable themes exist within the basin was made
by visual interpretation. "Themes" in this sense actually refers
to a color in the LANDSAT composite. The interpreter determined
hort many separable colors could be identified by reference to a
set of standard color chips as indicated in section V.
Step 3t analysis of Ground Truth t Aerial ,photographic ground
truth w4s used to test classification accuracy of the LANDSAT
i.rAgery, It was. prepared in color slide format and protected, in
fashion si.mala,r to the satellite composite, to-a scale of 1:24,000.
?he wate^:ohed ridge lane was marked off. in this case, however,
the interpreter identified individual land use classes rather than
color, The resolution of the aerial photography was sufficient to
pe=i.t separation to Levels 1 .2 which is adequate detail for mast
modeling applications, Five classes were separated n forests,
fields f agricultural Cfallowl f surface water, and urban areas.
Step 41 Correlation of Co=osite Color and Land Use Class: Exam-
'^,r !ter . r++r 	 r
inati,on of selected test areas in the LANDSAT image with corres-
ponding ports on the ground truth photograph yielded a correla-
tion mi%tri-x of color and land use t
i
s
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COLOR LAND USE
Black Surface water
Blue/White Agricultural (Fallow)
Light Red Fields
Dark Red Forests
Red/Blue Urban
Step 5i Analysis of Classification Results: The area of each
class was measured with a calibrated grid overlay. The results
are summarized in Table 6.
TABLE 6
SUMMARY OF CLASSIFICATION RESULTS
.-,
CLASS
Fields
Forests
Urban
Surface Water
Agricultural (Fallow)
TOTAL
AREA, LAN DSAT AREA, AERIAL RELATIVE
IMAGE (ha) PHOTO (ha) ERROR
1,479 1,510 -2%
767 738 +4%
10 9 +11%
7 8 -17%
87 85 +2%
2,350 2,350 2,7%
The classification results indicate a high overall accuracy. It
was observed that large (greater than 10%) relative errors resulted
only from classes with very small absolute areas (less than 1% of total
watershed area), In the case of urban areas, for example, the 9 hec-
tare total area was distributed over six separate sites, none larger
than about three hectares. The total surface water area of 8 hec-
taxes was divided among nine individual lakes. Figure 20 indicates that
the relative error is a monotonically decreasing function of area of
the class, as supported by theory, All points fall close to the theo-
retical line wv th the exception of agricultural (fallow) areas, which
displayed an error Less than that expected, This further indicates
that,. because of the radiometric characteristics of agriculture lands,
October is a good time to "'look" for these,, i.e., their contrast with
surrounding areas is particularly high, This demonstrates the value
of multi-teaporal imagery indicated in Section . V.
6.2,2 Peak Event Modeling of Bucklodge Branch
A simulation for all of Bucklodge Branch was not attempted since
the stream gage is not located at the outlet, Bucklodge Branch was
modeled down to the gage point in order that the results could be veri-
fied, Figure 21 is a reproduction of the U.S-G.S. 1:24,000 scale topo-
graphs c -map of. this sectton. The heavy lines delineate important sub-
basins, The data collected ,earlier indicated that there were no dra-
mtia variations in soils p. toposraphy r flow length i or surface cover
within Any subbarsin.
The model used approximates the natural basin subareas with rea- 	 a
tangular strips possessing averaged. surface and subsurface character
	
I
ist:ics, For Bucklodge Branchp each stibbasi.n was replaced by two strips
	 1
representing the areas on either side of the main channel as shown in
Figure 22. The area of each strip was set equc I to that of the subarea
it renresents, Its length is assumed equal to the channel length.
Thy s fixes the width ? which is indicative of the overland flow length.
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Slopes and soil parameters are averaged over the area of the strap.
Table 7 summarizes the parameter assignment for each strip.
Figure 23 presents the hydrologic schematic for the surrogate
watershed. The modelling process now requires that rainfall from a
test event be input to each strip and the resultant runoffs routed
down the channels. characteristic rainfall test event were selected
from among records obtained from the two rain gages in the watershed.
The rain and resultant runoff stage readings are reproduced in Fi-
gure 24. Rainfall inputs applied to each strip were taken as a
weighted average of the two rain gages.
model runs for the particular rain event selected showed that no
overland flow was produced by thirteen of the twenty strips. Over-
land flow from the remaining seven were input to the routing module
and the outflow hydzograph was derived. Preliminary runs indicate
that overall basin response is heavily dependent upon the initial
soil misture condition assumedp a reasonable level of initial soil
moisture was set t therefore, based on the analysis of rainfall for
14 days prior to the event. It should be noted that sensitivity to
antecedent moisture is an important common characteristic of planning
models, it may be a source of additional benefits from remote sen-
sing of soil moisture in the future.
?results of the overland and routing runs are shown in Figure 25.
The model exhibited a good approximation of actual discharge as com-
puted from the gage records and rating curve. The results to date
are encouraging. Even more important from the standpoint of modeling, }
t
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FIGU'PF: 2 3
HYDROLOGIC SCHEMATIC - BUCKLODGB BRANCH
i
TABLE 7
BUCKLODGE - HZDRDLOGIC DATA OF COMPONENT STRIPS
No. STRIP LENGTH
{M}
WIDTH
(M}
AY JA
(M }
SLOPE MANNING'S
N
MOISTURE
CAPACITY
(M)
PERC.
(M/SEC)
FINAL INFILTRATION
(M/SEC)
1 AIL 402.34 1626 6504.00 .040 .076 .038 .00000134 .000004445
2 AIR 271.27 1192 323353.84 .060 .076 .036 .00000119 .000004445
3 AR 463.29 1051 486917.79 .060 .044 -	 .037 .00000105 .000004445
4 AZL 509,.02 847 431292.40 .060 .031 .039 .000001129 .000004445
5 BL 505.97 852 431086.4 .070 .045 .063 .000001917 .000004445
6 BR 298.70 1207 360530.90 .080 .045 .036 .00000105 .000004445
7 CL 384.05 1045 401332.25 .080 .045 .035 .00000184 .000004445
8 CR 406.43 1237 505227.90 .080 .057 .038 .000001129 .000004445
9 DL 542.54 719 390086.26 ..050 .056 .039 .00000127 .000004445
10 DR 304.60 793 241706.4 .060 .037 .060 .000001399 .000004445
11 EL 353.57 843. 297661.70 .060 .055 .056 .000001129 .000004445
12 ER 323.09 518 167360.62 .060 .0;2 .066 .000001341 .000004445
13 FL 548.64 955 523351,2 .060 .044 .052 .000001199 .000004445
14 FR 201_70 443 89353.10	 ^ .090 .045 .030 .000000847 .000004445
15 GIS 262.13 425 111405.25 .130 .084 .070	 ( .0000014110 .000004445
16 GR 457.20 528 241401.60 .120 .081 .065	 I .00000134 .000004445
17 HIS 286.51 986 282498.86 .110 .OB4 .066 .00000134 .000004445
18 fm 310.90 1300 341990.00 .070 .086 .046 .00000119 .000004445
19 IL 329.18 1230 404@31.4 .110 .075 .0616 .00000134 .000004445
20 IR 280.42 967 271166,14 .110 .097 .047 .00000134 .000004445
Irn
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FIGURE 241 BUCKLODGE BRANCH WATERSRED PRECIPITATION AND DISCHARGE
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however; is that the analysis techniques developed have been success-
fully related to actual hydrologic situations, This applicability
extends beyond the Model developed in this effort, and should prove
valuable to a large class of modelers and users within the hydrologic
community,
6.3 implications og the Introduction of Remote Sensing Data into
Hydrologic Planning Model
1, Satellite remote sensing can yield assessments of hydrologic
land use sufficient for modeling pur poses. The radiometric
and miil.titemporal properties of the imagery can facilitate
classi fication and provide new and additional information
with respect to seasonal and developmental changes.
2. This information will be of value to a large section of hy-
drologic applications,
3. The assessment of soils and soil moisture conditions is pre-
sently difficult for: modellers due to its temporal variabil-
ity and the lack of records. Future inputs from remote sen-
sing in this area would be most valuable.
4, the techniques derived and the demonstration made herein
should function as a guide for the application of LANDSA`Z'
data by hydrologic modellers to their models on basins of
concern to them -
V11. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER `1'O THE USER COMMUNITY
The preceding analysis has indicated the applicability of remote
sensing from LFNDSAT to hydrology by confirming its adequacy as a
source of surface cover information, The remaining problem was how
fi
best to introduce these results to users, 'Though hydrologists are
t
generally familiar with conventional. (aerial) remote sensing, the
satellite data stream has not as yet seem wide use, This section will
describe the problems involved in the technological transfer and the
results achieved to date, and will present recommendations for future
f
efforts.
i
7,1 Description of the User Community
Results from a previous NASA-GSFC/ECOsystems effort, synthesized
following, characterized the hydrologic model users:
1, in the United States, agencies and organizations concerned
Frith water resources number in excess of 6,000,
2; The principal contributor to researche development and imnle-
mentation of water-resource models is the federal Government,
with over 80% of the budget, Most of the federal effort is
carried on by 11 federal agencies and their contractors,
3. 1n descending order of activity are state agencies (saveral
hundreds), state water resources institutes (50),
ties (70 principal) r local governments (in excess
private contractors (approximately 3,000),
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4, State water resource institutes and universities are pri-
marily funded by the federal government. Most private
contractors primarily support local Governments,
5. The eleven federal agencies which primarily "thrive" hydrologic
efforts are
Department of Commerce - National oceanographic &
Atmospheric Administration
Department of Agriculture
a, Agricultural Research Service
b. Soil Conservation Service
c. Forest Service
Department of the interior~
a.. Geological Survey
b. Bureau of Reclamation
c. Fish and MIdlife Service
d. Bonneville Power Administration
Environmental Protection Agency
Departmnt of Defense M Army Corps of Engineers
Tennessee Valley Authority
6, The hydrologic community is diverse in its membership and in
the modl.ls they use. There exsts t therefore, no single focus
at Which satellite data analysis can be integrated into stan-
dard practice,
a
I
j3
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7. The diversity of users has recently been expanded with the
emergence of several federal water resources planning pro-
grams Which tend to move some of the activity away from
federal groups and toward local and regional. agencies,
This further accentuates the need for using simple analysis
procedures and hardware that can be employed within the con-
straints of local government budgets.
7.2 Impediments to Expanded Use of Remote Sensing in Hydrology and
suggestions for Overcoming Them
In addition to the diffuse make-'up of the user community, two other
problems are experienced in amplifying the use of LANDSAT data. There
exists: in any research activity a natural applications delay between in-
yention and acceptance. New procedures must com pete with everyday prac-
tice anal must overcome an understandable inertia. in the case of
LANDSAT data there exLsts a certain scepticism not dissimilar to the one
encountered by any innovation. It is increased by the limitation of re-
sources available to any one user, which makes him naturally hesitant to
atte=t new techn^ cjues
 
wi thout a certainty of their results, Such skep-
ticism is healthy { however, and forces that the claims made for LANDSAT
be thoroughly tested and made relevant to the user.
A reco=ended strategy for exposure of the new procedure, therefore,
is not to represent LANDSAT as a panacea for all problems; rather, speci-
fic applications of interest to specific users should be "benchmarked.^^
For this reason, this effort dial engage in a specific benchmark test,
as reported in Sections V and VI of this retort, The test and the pro-
si
6
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cedures developed and described herein can be repeated by any small or
medium user on his own watershed, and the accuracy and cost of results
thereby certified for his specific application,
7.3 Summary of User Contacts Made to Date
Efforts anade during this study to foster the expanded use of re-
mote sensing for hydrologic modeling encountered the impediments des-
cribed above, Nevertheless, significant successes were also encoun-
tered with overseas users. Principal among these were%
1, A hydrologic modeling effort, based essentially upon the de-
velopments accomplished under MASA sponsorship, was contracted
.by the legion of Tuscany, Italy,
The model embraces a watershed of approximately 90,000 Hec-
tares, with mined urban, agricultural, forest, mountainous
contents ! The g'iodel roust be able to.
Al Predict runoff events in real ti.n►e for matching supply
against demand.
bj provide flood warning
c) Proyide accurate runoff predictions for unusual events
(planning model) for the sizing of waterworks.
d" simulate the effect of changes in land use--reforesta-
tions f indus trial parks, urban expansion----upon the
watershed' s hydrologic regime,
The effort addj tion.ally includes complete transfer of
modeling and remote sensing technology to the customer.
i
d
s
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This effort proved that the techni que of planning models
developed herein could be extended to general hydrologic
modeling. The Tuscany model includes quarterly updates of
the ground cover of the entire watershed from LANDSAT-de-
rived information,
2, The specification of a facility for the analysis of L,ANDSAT
data was contracted by the same customer. This includes vi-
sual and computerized data processing }
 employing their on-
premidse 370/135 computer, and using the LMDSAT data derived
from the T'el.espaz.l o receiving station located near Rome,
Italy, The LANDSAT data are to be used for general land-use
in;"ormation as well as for hydrologic modeling.
3. An image-analysis device,. of the type described previously;
was acRuired b^ the University of Naples, Maly, for the
analysis of land use, water pollution and tho inventory of
selected crops.
4. A land-use nap of high precision, includinq hydrologic pro-
parties, Was contracted by the Region of Basilicata, Italy.
The techniques employed will be those developed under this
effort and reported herein.
The high interest of the foreign user community is attributed to
the relatively small number of agencies working in hydrologic modeling
and the concentration of these activities within regional governmental.
users,
i
ti
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a
The domestic si tuAt^on differs In that the level of the techno-
logy transfer effort regui.red is proportional to the number of users
involved, One the dowstic Scene, Initial contacts have been made
to date With U.S,G.S., Water Resources Division, USDA, Agricultural
Research Service, and the Maryland Department of State Planning, As
previously discussed, cultivation of interest with these and other
cr5anizati ons will be greatly aided by concise benchmark tests,
r
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i	 FIGURE Al
STRIP MODEL WITH SOIL MOISTURE ACCOUNTING
START
o	 INITIALIZE SOIL MOISTURE PARAMETERS, H, Qr
SLOPE, N, LENGTH S TIME PARAMETERS
o	 READ RAIN RA'Z'ES re INTERVALS. & COMPUTE
TEMPORAL PROFILE
C
G ^—EINCREMMT  TIME COUNTER
IF 'rxME 3 LIMIT; GO TO PLOTTING ROUTINE.
SYMBOLS:
HAS WATER ACCET-	 S	 NO
MULATED ON THE	 H > 0?
	
A S = Depth of Flow
SURFACE? R = Rain Rate
F = infiltration RateYES
S = Sail Moistixe Cap.
D1 = Computation TimeHAS TIM RAIN
	
IS
Interval.
STOPPED?
	 R = 0	 $
O = Discharge
SL = Slope
NO N = Manning' s N
If = Final Infiltration
IS SOIL MOISTURE
	
S rate
CAPACITY FILLED?	 S = 0	 C
COMPUTE INFILTRATION RATE = S1.4 ,r Z f
COMPUTE NEI DEPTH OF FLOW (H) = R + (l.6 DI (R	 F)
IS NEW DEPTH	 IS	 N>0	 H >0
YES
FMM DISCHARGE (a) ^ AL 
N 
HH
rv^ )
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FIGURE Al (cont 'd)
A
HAS	
IS	 INFILTRATION RATE (F) = 0
l	 RP.ZI^TTS'I'f}PPE^7? 	 R = 0	
YES	 DEPTH (H) = 0
DISCHARGE (?) = 0
NO
IS SOIL	 is	
xBs	
INFILTRATION :LATE (F) = PERC. RA'T'E
MOISTURE	 S = 0?
CAPACITY	
IF F > R, THEN F = R
FILLED?
	
	
COMPUTE DEPTH (H) = 1.6 Dl (R - F)
NO
COMPUTE 1,NFTL. RATE (F) = Sl + I f
IF F > R, 'THEFT F = R
COMPUTE DEPTH (H) = 1.6 Dl (R -- F)
is NEW	 is
DEPTH > 0	 H } 0
YES
^H^ 1.67
COMPUTE DISCHARGE (Q) =
	 N
E
H
1
v
DEPTH (H) = U
4i
S
k
E
R
F4
J
E
H.
FIGURE Al (cont'd)
IS SOIL
MOISTURE
CAPACITY FI
1	 Ii	
}
I
-go-
yTLH 
1.67
COMPUTE DISCHARGE (Q) =	 N
C
INFIL. RATE - PERC. RATE
COMPUTE DEPTH (H) - (H + 1.6 D1 (R - Q - F)
IS NEW	 Ia
DEPTH > 0?	 H > 0	
H
vls-LH 1.67
UTE DISCHARGE (Q}
	 N
E
E
COMPUTE MOISTURE GAINED OR LOST FOR
PRESENT TIME INTERVAL, (S DELI) _
(F-PERC) AND TOTAT, CAPACITY REMAINING
(S) = CAPACITY - INITIAL MOISTURE -
S DELT
IS PRINT--OUT	 TS NO
DESIRED AT	 K > J ^. 
	 G
THIS TIME	
<
INTERVAL?
YES
WRITE H, Q, F, T, S, R
G
ITABLE AI
FORTRAN LISTING OF STRIP HYDROGRAPH MODEL
DIMERSION 9(560 1  iA(58$) sS(afl) F(500) tXLXQ0fl t6 Z5) 00 1. lh(6) TC'Rc151
	
6v	 FORMA! OENTER LENGT4(Mh SL€TPEt MANNINGS NI)
'20Z0 FORMAT (F7,2tZF5.4)
	
1
. 4 4 	 0 FDRKAT ('ENTER TIME .;TEP I NCREMENT(SECS) AND NO. CF TIME STEPS'}
	
;=$	 34 FQRKAT ('ENTER TINE SCALE STEP (SECS)')
4a F7RRAT (F4.0sI3)
 
FOR+IAT ('ENTER TOTAL - [ME t.IHIi (KCS)'}
tih FORMAT (:6)
44 FaR AT (11lltrEh ' TIME'3£CS)'143X!' DISCHARGE(M31SEC 4 13 -4)'.
	
.•j7	 ?5 rORMAT (117Xs1$tFa,ZsSX} 0,Z)
	
16	 Z05 FORMAT tSXrF'k,ZrSXrr'I5,1$sSXtFl5,1431SX ► F_5.1$t5XsF15.l^r5XrF15.lA}
	
! 90	 5.3 FORMAT (' ENTER NUMBER ^F RAIN I€(CREKEN I ' 1
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	 60 FORMAT (13)
	%10
	
TB FORMAT {'ENTER RAIN RATEINISEC) AND DURATION (SEVA)')
	
Z20	 90 FORMAT ('TOTAL RUN TIME MUST BE ACCOUNTED FOR')
	
3Fi	 30 P(1R(1AT 0.7tF5.0)
it FORMAT 04.4f2F11.9)
	
5	 K FORMAT iSXr'0.'l3Xt'I'1100A1)
91 FORMAT (111 l30X!' k INDICATES lNFILTRATION'11s30X0# INDICATES DISCHARGE'fh 30Xs'# INDICATES RAINFALL'1
101 1 FORMAT VENTER SOIL MOISTURE CAPACITY(M)i ANTECEDENT M0187JRE(N)i PERC(NISEGH FINAL IRFIL,(HISECP I
141 FORMAT (3F93)
	
Z30
	
;51 FORMAT (lif1116X1'TI(#E(SkCS}'t7Xt'RAIN(H31SEC}' s7Xr' INFIL.fM31 EC}' ti1X1' NE^4)'!1? Xs' FLOif{1131SEC)'!lOXr'CAP.{191')
	
t90	 ((RITE (108t10)
	
3EI'	 READ (10501 ) XLISbEN
	
Ii$	 ^HTE (109139)
	
E
	
(105t46) Hid
	
:.,6
	
RRITE (109145}
READ (105146) N!
	
01	 WRITE (109t5E}
	
i
READ (105160) .J!
NRITE (10$ri(I1}
	
- 90	 READ (1051911 'CAPlAPItPERCtF3	 j
	
s0	 M{1)=0	 )
	
400	 ((RITE 008s70)
	
410	 (TRITE (109T901
DO 102 1 =11J1
READ (105140) 4'(I)!_;(i)	 }
	
4Li3	 ,JZ:,I+i i
	
456	 00 111 i=21JZ
	
;h0	 i:1 19(1)=IDINT0J(:-1)1L1 1}iMfl-i^	 i
	
470	 DO iZl i b JZ
	
°r3	 Li - N(L -i+ + 1
	
490	 tZ = (,(L)
	
`$Q	 DO 121. K1=Li"Z
	
5 10	 12! R(K1) = VC - 1t
	
Z'01	 Mi = MEJZ)
	
S^•1	 N=tDINT(N1101^
	
X50	 RRITE i169031)
i
	
56L	 4--q
	573	 HELT4.
	
560	 K=O	 A^ PAGE0^,1GIi^
	
Siq	 S(1) = SAP-API	 pr Poore ^^R= ' s
	
595	 F3=F314173Z.
	
696	 DD 3Z1 t=1 rN
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TABLE AI (contTd)
GIs ^=l4+ ,.
:40 :^7	 (H	 .tE,	 6.)	 CCt TO	 Z51
450 (R(I).! E.4.)	 0TO Z31
6713 "il	 IF	 (Sil)	 .LE.	 0.)	 uG TO 271
z
ii
L'
hF(I#	 —	 ((S, 1_1 	^t,4+F3 )e
Y
7t^t3 ^#=H+il.h1}1+(R(I)-tD	 l'l11RL-F(I)1)
710 IF	 iK	 .LE.	 0.)	 GO TO 281
720 241	 G il)	 = F5+,39704* 1.67
7 ?0 G: TO Z91
74 2::	 IF	 (R(I1	 .LE,	 0.1	 GO TI Z55
751 iP	 (3,1 11	 .LE,	 0.1	 GO =3 Z57
76J S(4)	 =S(I)+34.37
770 ^tii	 =	 ((3'it+*1,afF311
775 H )	 = S( 1 )/39.-S7 
789 *^11	 :	 F:U,11=1732.
7R8 i;	 (F(I)	 .;T.	 R(ih	 F(Ii	 =	 RtI)
810 253	 I F (4 ,LE, 9 .1 GP H U!
FAZE) O(I)	 = F5}.307^H^*1.67
330 GO i0 241
340 Z55	 F(i)	 =0.
850 r-9.
360 9(I)	 -9,
?70 GO TD 291
399 257	 Stl1	 =8.
H1 F(I)	 = aERC
190 IF	 (F(I)	 ,GT.	 R(I))	 F(I)	 =	 R(I)
909 H=1,aD1(R(I)-F(I1)
910 Q TO 753
920 Z71	 S(I1	 =6.
925 F Q) = PERC
438 ri-lt+(1.6*D1*(R(i)-(A(I-1#1XL)-F(I)'1
949 GO TO Z53
459 281	 n=6,
96 3 47( I) 	 =0.
979 Z41	 3DELT =	 (F(I)-PERC)*D1
97Z IF	 (SDEJ .LT.	 (S(I)-CAP))	 SDELT = 3(I)-GAP
175 5(I+1)=S(I)-SDELT
916 _F t5tI+11,!T,9,i	 3(1+1)=0,
477 iF (S(I+1)3T.CAP) 3(1+04AP
980 IF (K	 U. J) GO TO 3Z1
990 9R1TE	 (1$8,295)	 TrR(i#rr(Ih Hr0(1 h R' I1
1918 (t-0
1020 3Z1	 CO}i i INVE
1930 DATA 87JARP BLANK rDOTrSLSHIPL11Sr°NDV* 1 y 	 Y. 1 01'1 1 + 1 0# 1 1
1043 37	 FORMAT t2XrF5.9r3XrAn 1H9A11
(0t9 WPTE (10806)
1060 36	 FORMAT +l f 111 r'EITER OAXIMUM DISCHARCE - XUP )
1,79 READ	 (195!38)	 D
10819 36	 FORNP 7 (F12,161
1940 WRITE [1$809)
1100 READ (105,69)	 I?
1119 I1 - I21D1
lino WRITE (19Sr99)
1139 WRITE	 (108,94)
.V
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TASTE Al (cont'd
1140
€159
1169
1LBa
I
1228
1236
IM
1235
7
€LVI
1250
1260
1210
1289
1210
1245
1292
1L^^
1308
1381
1394
13019
13x3
:309
:310
1328
1338
1349
1350
1360
1363
L365
1338
:385
1386
1387
1398
1408
1419
14%B
1430
1448
1450
1460
1478
H1=OY10o.
LM=0
GTR(11 = 0.
TIKE =0.
D2=H1=€0.
DO 391 1=1ti9
391 GTR(I+11 = I{DZ
VRITE (100195) MR(I)11=11111
90 398 J=11198
308 XLHM = GOT
DO 309 I=10t1?8110
?09 'IL4(I) = 3LSH
M TE (108,921 XLN
D O 501 I-IX?NllX
FlME = TIME+I2
°(I) - P(11*XL
R(I) = R(l)*XL
-SL51i
^+^ = IDi((a ((r (I1 f €4} @0G! 1914.5'}
IF (J6 SEA. 91 G=PLUS ,
JS = MINMR(1410000.}IH1 r .5)
IF (J. ,EO, 0) G=PND
JS = IDINT((8[I)*10600.)/tit +.51
IF M Efl. 0) G=STAR
LK=Lh+t
IF ILM .Eft. 5) GO "O 315
ISO 193 JK= 1 t 100
103 XLN(JKI = BLANK
104 DO 105 Jk(=18t189r14
185 XLN (JK) = SLSH
IF (J6 .EO. 9) GO TO 504
XL1((J6) = PLUS
504 If (J5 .Eta. 01 GO `O 508
XL)}(J5) = PND
508 IF (JB .EQ. 0) GO TO 510
XLN(JS) = STAR
516 WRITE (MM7) TIKErGiKLN
GO TO 501
315 DO 109 JK=1l10y
109 XLN(JK) = DOT
LK = 0
GO TO 104
561 CONTINUE
STOP
MD
ORIGINAL PAG F, L ti
OF; POOR QUALM
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MULTISPECTR.AL IMAGE ANALYZER
SYSTEM FEATURES
The system is designed to perform scientific analysis of imagery:
in particular from Landsat and Aircraft. It embodies in a single im-
plementation the i;eatuxes found in existing image- analysis equipment,
plus additional capabilities, the system is composed of an image Pro-
jection and Control unit which includes:
l) The Image Former
2) The Image Work Table unit,
The system operates in two basic sn des: a) tl-,e Image Combin-
ation Model bl the Smage Compositing Mode.
In the Image Combination Mode, up to four black and white trans-
parencies of the same scene are inserted into the image Former. The
four images are combined optically and projected simultaneously onto
the Work Fable its a single registered image, Various operations can
N
be performed independently on each of the Cup to four) i`nages a sel-
ective filtering Ccol.or) , flickering, fade-in-fade-out, light inten-
sity
 dimming, The merle of the combined image can be magnified up to
100 times, allowing for example the superimposition of satellite ima-
gery onto large-scale aerial photographs, topo maps and similar.
In the Image Compositing Mode, the black and white image repre=
senting each band is first developed onto a monochromatic image, which
reproduces the original to a high fidelity of geometric registration,
Thfs can be done In any one of 9 color-hues. it is then possible to
operate in two modes=
j
it	 II	 ►
p$7..
i
a) inserting each monocolor transparency (uip to four), re pre-
senting a different band, into the .image Fo=er, superim-
posing and registering them, and pxo;ecting the combina-
tion onto the Mork Table,
b) Superimposing by simple neans (external to the system) two
or more single color images, representing different bands
of the same scene, and constructing therefrom a single
multicolored image, This image can then be inserted in any
one of the four .image .Foxiner projectors and projected onto
the Mork Fable for analysis.
Method b) allows the user to construct his o^'n color composites,
up
 to 220mm format, with the advantage that he can vary the density
and color of each image to bring out the most desirable features. The
economic advantage is the very low cost of compositi.ng, which allows
:ample leeway for emperiamentation and o ptimization, The quality is
fully comparable with EROS-type products.
A special case of working with composite images is the use of al-
reader-prepared color transparencies such as those purchasable from the
EROS Data Center,
The basic advantages of the system are the following:
It can precision-expand the images up to 50:1, and up to 100:1
at lesser precision, thereby allowing superimposition of a wide
range of imagery scales of the same area.
it provides the analyst with a clear and large image on a con-
venient, solid work table, without forcing him to look through
lenses or optical devices, thereby providing the best match
between man and machine.
It provides rapid, smooth, remote and flexible capability for
i
registering images, changing colors, and applying various pho-•
	
	i
i
tointerpretation devices, allowing the analyst to use simul-
taneously all the tools available for maximal extraction of in-
formation from imagery,
-B8•-
it combines into a single device the features of the two basic
systems currently available on the market, i.e„t 1) the trans-
fer type systems, Which project an image onto a flat surface,
allowing supezinposi.tion1 and 2) the color-additive systems,
which combine various i=ges of the same scene onto a single
image. Existing transfer systems within the same price range
do project single images, but do not combine multiple imagest
existing color-additive systems combine images, but have li-
mited projection capability.
The system provides the added capability of reproducing high
quality, density-controlled, precision-registered color im-
ages from the original black and white, at very tow cost (ap-
proximately $0,25 per copy), This capability represents an
added degree of freedom in the radiometric domain.
The salient items of comparison between the systems are shown in
Table B1.
An important consideration is the size of the image acceptable by
the system, Landsat and most aerial images fall prevalently into the
sizes of 70mm (54mm info=ation size) and 9” X 9 1' or 225mmm (185mm in-
formation size) , in the case of Landsat, both sizes contain the same
informationt except that the Landsat pixel size is approximately 24
microns in the 70mm ? 70 micron in the 220mm format; Since the eye's
resolution is of order 70 microns, the 70mm imagery must be expanded
5-10X and the 220mm imagery 2*-3X to reduce the contribution of the eye
to within acceptable limits,
The expansion can be accomplished either by microscopy or by pro-
Jection. Fxperience has shown that projection matches fax better the
human analyzer's Physiopsychological preference. This is the first re-
quirement for magnification, The second requirement stems from the
need to match the Landsat scale with com€nanly available ground truth
scales, This is where the high magnification is most impoxtzint.
Experience has shown that very seldom does one need to work with
the entire Landsat game 035,000 Ym ) , The overwhelminq majority of
applications deal with detailed studies of areas of hundreds, at most
a few thousands of K-m2 . The use of the entire Landsat frame is mostly
li cited to sele ,•ting the smaller area to be studied. Bence t there
exists very little practical need, and significant added cost., to prow
vide the capability to magnify 50 or 10OX the laxge 220mm image, In-
steady the Mul.tispectral Analyzer System allows an equivalent capa-
bility to the user , namely to copy the 220mn image in essentially
perfect renditions and to cut therefrom the selected 70M area (re-
presenting 3,000 km2 1 for projection.
,I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 6
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
IMAGE PROJECTION' AND,-CONTROL UNIT
o Handles up to four image transparencies of format 70mm, si-
multaneously,
o Each of the four images can be spectrally filtered indepen-
dently, via insertion of any combination of three quality
color filters (-Wratten #25 Red, *47 Blue, 08 Yellow, or
equivalent) per image, open gate position also provided.
Filter insertion independently and remotely controlled on
all four images (maximum of thirty two different color com-
binati.ons l ,
a
o Rego stration of all four images, or subsets thereof, by se-
parate, remotely controlled three-degree of freedom adjust-
ments: rotation, up-down (Elevation) , right-left (Azimuth)
Cantiont the capability to register the four images onto
each other depends upon the precision of manufacture of the
original imagery. ?or exmWle, Landsat four-band imagery
of the aerate scene is generally registered adequately, Landsar
images of the same scene taken at different times (multitem-
pora.l) are in some cases not exactly registered one with the
other, in this latter case, the equipment permits selective
registration of any portion of the image under study,
o Brightness of each of the four images vary independently
by means of remotely controlled rheostat type dimmers.
The brightness range -is continuous from zero to maximum il-
lumination, This permits the -maximum separation of color un-
hamVered by contras t/brigh.tness effects,
o Variable fli dker capability remotely controlled with full in-
terruption of Light on all four images, Two flicker modes are
provided; manual remote and automatic remote, In the auto-
matic: mde, the flicker continues automatically until turned
55
i
r
off by the operator: the flicker frequency is variable
remotely by the operator. in the manual mode, the opera-
tor selects one or more of the images: flicker is pro-
vided by depressing a foot pedal. Typical useful flicker
frequencies empirically determined are of order 2 cps.
o Independent and remote focus on all four images.
o overall scale expansion on all four images, ratio up to
1:50 (1:1,000,000 scale imagery can be expanded to 1:20,000)
in precision mode, up to 100:1 ,maximum. The scale range is
set manually by translation of the image-forming equipment.
The fine adjustment is provided by a remote-controlled, ap-
proximately 1:1.5, continuous scale expansion on all four
images.
o Manual fade--in fade-out control of the image by means of
separate control which varies the illumination ratio be-
tween the imagery under study and the superimposed aerial
photography or map.
o Capability to photograph the image projected onto the work
table. This is provided by means of a sturdy camera mount,.
easily attachable and detachable.
o A vacuum system under on-off control by the operator can
assist in holding the tracing paper or maps firmly onto
the Mork table.
The control panel, is of the "remove-and-relocate" type.
It is mo•Jable to several positions (e.g., on either side,
or one left one right of the operator), to best comply
with the operator's preferences. Mechanical relocation
of the control panel is accomplished by means of pre-
arranged brackets and corresponding fasteners: electri,--
cal connections are S:elocated by means of multiple plugs.
o Maximum dimension of image projected on work surface: ap-
proximately 60 x 50 centimeters
^s
• Precision quality color-corrected lens train (Buhl variable 	
i
focal length or equivalent) on each projecting system.
Registration accuracy better than 20 microns at image center,,
no worse than 40 micron at edges (Referenced to original
image).
• The capability to evaluate image errors and distortions is
provided by means of separately insertable optical reticle
bearing calibration patterns.
• Ruggedized metal construction, Operating ambient temperature:
14oC to 270C. Storage temparature: --40 C to x-50°C. Shock
and Vibration: Laboratory environment. Aero or autotransportable
i
when packed in box supplied with equipment. 	 t
• Posner input: 110 volt A.C., 50-6QHz, angle phase approximately
2,000 watts.
• Fuzing: Reseattable power breakers.
• The equipment is designed for easy access for maintenance
and repair without the need of specialized tools.
i
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Pr Sc Li.tat. on,- Meteomlogy
1) Rainfall DAM ^ Atlas of the U.S. , Dept, of Carnerce, Weather
Bureau, 1963.
2) Wxifall xnfisitX ^`re^ncY .mime ReMxt #29, Vol. 1-5, Eastern,
U,S.r Dept. of Ommerce, Weather Bureau, 1958.
3) CL-natic Atlas of the U.S., Dept. of Omnerce, E.S.S.A., Envi=n-
nemtal Data Servi e, 1963.
4) Pp 1 e Mmdmm Preci z ti on Sus eham^a River Drainage Above
F3axziabuzc Pam , H, yd=aneteornlogical Report No. 41, Dept, of	 1
Omr erce, Weather Bureau, ►Tuner -1965.
S) Probable Maxitmm and TVA Preci itation Over the Tennessee River Basin
Above Chatter, meteorological Report No. 41, Dept. of
C mmerc:e, Weather Bureau, June, 1965.:
6) Probable Maximm Precipitati f Northwest States, Hyci neteomlogi--
cal, Report No, 43, Dept. of [rce, Weather Bureau, bbvetnber, 1966.
7) Probable MaxiHm Precipitation Over South Platte Piyesr Colorado,
-arid Mu1T =' ota Riyer t MtAeSOta, Hydrm-eteorol_Cgical Report Noe 44r
Dept. of Om erce, Weather Bureau, January, 1969.
8) Probable MaX=wt Precipitation, Mekong River Basin, Hy&=mteozvlog
ical. art No. 46, Dept. of Cmuterm, Weather Bureau, May, 1970.
9) 2^3et x+ola of Flood-Pxodp2jM Storms in the Assissjri River
Basin,  Hydrcmeteorological Report No. 34, Dept, of Camwx e, Weather
Bureau, July, 1956.
10) meteorology of Hyd^^call^r Critical Stornas in Ca7.i222nia, Hgrclx!a-
meteomlogical -report No. 37, Dept. of Camerce, Weather Bureau,
DeceTber, 1962.
C%
I 11). Meteorology of Flood-ProduciM Storms in the Cho River Basin,
Hydrameteorological. Report No. 38, Dept. of Cmr erce, Weather
Bureau, May, 1961.
12) "Accuracy of Precipitation Nleasuraments for Hydrologic Modeling,"
L.W. Larson & E.L. Peak, presented at A.G.U..Spri.ng Meeting, 1974.
13) "Methods of Estimating Areal Average Precipitation," A.F. Rainbird,
Report No. 3, World meteorological organization, Reprinted in.1970.
14) "Measur ment and Estimation of Evaporation and Evapotranspiration,"
Tedbni cal. Note No. 83, World Meteorological. Organization, Reprinted
in 1971.
.15) Storm Rainfall in the U.S.; Depth - Area - Duration Data, UJ S. Army.
Corps of Engineers, July 1973.
16) Climatological Data, and Local Climatological Data for Washington,
a
D,C.; Maryland; & Delaware, Aug. 1972 to present, U.S. Dept. of
Circe, N.O,A,A.
17) Meteorological Drought, Research Paper No 45, U.S. Dept, of Owuercc-
Weather Bureau, 1965.
i
t
i
Af
6) Soil bLzM, Caddo County, Okla„ U.S.D.A. (S.C.S.) and Oklahoma
Agricultural Experkwnt Station, .1973.
7) Soil Survey, Webster Cbuntye Neb. U.S.D.A. (S.C.S.) and University
,...r...,..
	 ...,.,..,..^._,.
Of Nebraska, Conser'v'ation and Survey Division, 1974.
8) Soil Serve Grant Cowpty t Wisc. U.S.D.A. (S.C;,S.) , Wis^in Geo--
logical and Natural History Survey, Wisconsin Agricultural Experi-
ment Station, 1961,
9) Soo].' Surv LMcIanlan County, Texas U.S.D.A. (S.C.S.) and Texas
Agricultural Rrerhnent Station, 1942.
10) Aerial Photo Int	 taLion in Classi
	 and	 Soils,
Agriculture'Harndbook 294, Soil C7anservation Servioe, U.S.D.A., 1966.,
11) World soils, F.M. Bridges (University Press-, Cambridge, 1970).
12) S.C.S. Soil Group Classes, S.C.S. Hycl LgW Handbook.
Models & Modeling
1) Digital Simulation in Hydmlogy: Stanford Watershed Model 1V,
N.H. Crawford & R.K. 1J.i.nsleyr Dept. of Czv..l Eagineerirng, Stanford
University, July 1966.
2) N+mxerical Simulation of Watershed H drol 	 (Texas Mtershed Yodel) ,
C]iVFREt. Technical. Report HYD 14-700106
3) Network Anal sis of Runoff Cwputation (Chicago Hydrograph Model).
 
3
C.J. Keifer, J-P, Harrisw, T.O. n xsc a, 1970.
4) "A Uniform Technique for Determining Flood Flow Frequencies Water
Resources Council, 1967.
S) "Develogrnent of a Mathematical. Model for the Simulation of
	 t-Land
 Hydraulics," D.W. Deboer & H.P. Jbhnson,.Towa State Univer -
sity, November 1, 1969,
t
f6) "Evaluation of a Dete n nistic Model for Predicting Water Yields
	 i
3fin Small Agricultural Watersheds in Virginia, , ` V.O. SYwlioltz, o
J.B. Burford, & J.H. Lillard, Dept, of Agric. Et1 sneering Research
Division, Virginia Polytedl"Z.c Institute and State University,
August, 1972.
7) "Investigation of a Linear Model. to Describe Hydrologic Phenanenon
of Drainage Basins," F.A. Schmer, Technical Report 19, Water Resource
Institute, Texas A&M University, Decemher,.1969,
8) National Weather Service River Forecast System Forecast Procedures,
(HMFO-14), Staff, Hydrologic Research matoratonry, Decmtber, 1972.
9) qRMuter P	 an for Pro'ect Floe lation - 13 dxology, Technical
Tease No. 20, U.S.D.A., Soil Conservation Service, May 1965.
s	 10) A Generalized St.reamflow Simulation Systm, U.S.D.C. (National. Weathez
Service) and Califoxnxa Dept. of Water Resources, Larch, 1973,
11) A Distributed Linear ?fie resentati.on of Surface Runoff, W.O. Maddaus
and P.S. Eagleson, MIT, Dept. of Civil Engineering, June 1969.
12) Water Balance Exogram, U.S. Fbrest Service, July, 1968.
13) "{bntinuous Homograph Synthesis With An API-Type Hydrologic NXje1.,"
W.T. Si.ttner, C,F. Schauss, J.C. Munro, 11ater Resources Research,
Oct, 1969 P 1007.1021.
14) Analog gmuter .Simulation of the Runoff CharacLeristics of an Urban
Watershed, V.V. Dhruva 11arayana, J.P. Riley, E.K. Israel.son; Utah
State University, Jan, 1969.
15) Mathematical Simulation ofis Events on qngRged Watersheds,
L.F. Huggins & E.J. Menke, Purdue Univ. Water Resources Research
Center, March .1.970,
16) Calibration of U.S. Geological 5ury Rai nfallLRu=ff Model. for Peak
Flow Synthesis - `Natural Basins, U.s.G.S.; October 1973.
i
!	 1	 1 	 1 	 1	 !^	 .,
17) USDABL-74 wised Model of Watershed H(drolagy ► H.N. Holtan, G.J.
Stiltner, W.H. Henson, N.C. Copey. U.S.D.S., July, 1974.
18) COSSARR Mode. ^ Streamflvw Synthesis and Reservoir InMM .ati.on, U.S.
Army Engincx Division, North Pacific, Portland, Oregon, January, 1972.
19) MWff Evaluation and Streamflow 8umlation by Ckxnpttter, U.S. Atz[ty
Engimer Division, North Pacific, Portland, Oregon, May, 1971,
20) Generalization of Strea mflo r Characteristics frm Drainage Basin
Characteristics; D.M. TYxmas & M.A. Benson, U.S.G.S., 1969 F
21) ,"Soil Sutfac e Characteristics and R infall-Rt z nff-Moisture Relation
ships on Coastal Plain. Soils," Ronald E. He=anwn, Water Resources
Research Institute, Auburn University, 1970.
22) "Stochastic Analysis of Hydxologic Qyst^ems," Ven Te Chows, Dept. of
Civil Engineering, University of Illinois at Urbana-timpai5n,
research Report No. 26, Decenber, 1969.
23) "The Use of Analog and Digital Canputers in Hydrology," Proceedings
of the Tucson Symposium, International Hyclzologi,cal Decade, LZZSM,
1969.
Floods & Floadirig
e
ej	 1) Magnitude and Lucy of Floods in the U. S. , U. S . G. S. , 1964.
o
i
Part 2-A South Atlantic Slope Basins, Jmes River to Savan-
nah River;
Part 2-B - South Atlantic Slope and Eastern Gulf of Mexico Basins,
Ogeechee River to Pearl River;
I
Pmt 3-A - Obio River Basin Except C=ix-nand and Tennessee River
Basins 
Part 3-B - Crberland and Tennessee Fiver Basins,
Part 5 Hudson Bay and 'Upper Mississippi River Basins,-
1
k
i
L
CPart 6-A -- Missouri River Basin above Sioux City, Iowa;
i
Part 6•-B -- Missouri River Basin below Sioux City, Iowa;
Part 7 -- lower Mississippi River Basin;
Part 8 - Western Gulf of Mexico Basins ;
Part 9 - Colorado River Basin;
Part 10 - The Great Basis;
Part 11 -- Pacific Slope Basins in California - (Vol. 1 -
Coasta.l Basins South of the Elwath River Basin &
Central Valley Drainage frm the West);
z
Part 11	 Pacific. Slop Basins in California - (Vol. 2 - Klartr . .
ath and Smith
 River Basins and Central Valley Drain:
age from the East) p
Part 13 - Snake River Basin
2) "Estimation of 100 Year Flood Magnitudes at Ungaged Sitjas," C.H.
Hardison, U.S.G,S., Water Resources Div., 1973.
3) Yleteoro	 of Hypothetical Flood
	 ces in the M,i.ssissi	 i_
River Basin, Hydraneteorological Report No. 35, Dept. of C.amerce,
Weather Bureau, December 1959.
4) Meteorological Criteria For Extreme Floods For Flour Basins in the r
'Ten essee ar,0 Cmnberland River Watersheds, Hydramteorological
Pert No. 47, Dept. of Commerce, National: Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, July 1971.
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